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From posters to cars, design is everywhere. While we often discuss the aesthetics of design,

we don't always dig deeper to unearth the ways design can overtly, and covertly, convince us of

a certain way of thinking. How Design Makes Us Think collects hundreds of examples across

graphic design, product design, industrial design, and architecture to illustrate how design can

inspire, provoke, amuse, anger, or reassure us.Graphic designer Sean Adams walks us

through the power of design to attract attention and convey meaning. The book delves into the

sociological, psychological, and historical reasons for our responses to design, offering

practitioners and clients alike a new appreciation of their responsibility to create design with the

best intentions. How Design Makes Us Think is an essential read for designers, advertisers,

marketing professionals, and anyone who wants to understand how the design around us

makes us think, feel, and do things.
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sIllustration CreditsIntroductionAll design in any media is created to engage the viewer.

Designers use typography, images, form, material, and color to communicate a message,

whether designing a 2D graphic, automobile, or telephone. The communication is often overt:

“I’m functional as a radio,”{1} or “Visit Australia.” Some covert signals and cues also help the

viewer form thoughts and emotions that are less easy to articulate. It may—or may not be—the

goal of the designer to manipulate the viewer’s reaction. Nevertheless, every element in

successful design works together to tell us how to think and, typically, what to do.1 Braun T

1000 Radio Dieter Rams 1963 photographer Katherine Du Tiel2 Pyramides de Gizèh

photograph Gustave Le Gray 1865–69Interestingly, when interviewed, most designers are

seemingly unaware of the formal tools applied to manipulate a response. One might suggest

that he or she added yellow to a poster to make it “happy.” Another describes the smooth forms

of the vacuum cleaner as “nicer to see.” While this may indicate a deficit in the designer’s self-

awareness or ability to articulate critical thinking, intuition is one of the best designer’s greatest

tools.One designer told me that he advises clients that 80 percent of the solution will be based

on research, logic, and rational thinking. The remaining 20 percent is intuition. He could not,

and would not, attempt to justify this part of a solution. Working intensely in a world of

communication driven by the tiniest detail, designers are brilliant at intuitively recognizing the

formal issues required to elicit the correct response. Deep experience manipulating form,

materials, color, typography, and imagery allows a skilled designer to elicit a reaction from the

viewer that is complex and, at times, contradictory.For example, a children’s toy will read as

innocent and carefree. But why? What in its form is honestly innocent and playful? We read

these attributes into the artifact because we have repeated exposure to similar toys in the

context of children. Add some blank zombie-like white eyes to the porcelain doll, and it’s evil.

The culmination of our experiences and references determine our connection, or lack thereof,

to a communication.Other forms demand that we think. For example, we might ask why there is

a bite out of the Apple logo. Or, when we are confronted by the pyramids at Giza, we might ask

who built them, how, and why they were built. These questions arise as we feel awe, power,

and our sense of smallness against the vast size of the structures.{2}As another example,

consider the poster for a play by James Bullitt, The Great Basin. The design suggests that this

is not a slapstick comedy.{3} We expect the content to be cerebral and thought-provoking. Why

do we make these assumptions? By deconstructing the elements, we can see how the

message is manipulated:» Bold sans serif typography with a strict asymmetrical flush left

layout to tell us that the subject is serious. It is not frivolous or to be considered “light.”» A black-

and-white photograph presented with no alteration, such as Photoshop manipulation or color



addition tells us that there is no deception. The raw truth will be exposed.» The white

background creates a tone of drama, rather than a black background that, when combined with

the stark image, may appear as a horror.These choices tell the viewer what to expect and

entice him or her to attend the theatrical production. In this case, the goal is transparent

honesty. If this is your cup of tea, you’ll enjoy it. Nobody is pretending there will be dancing and

singing cowboys and cowgirls, ranch hands, and a rousing chorus like in Oklahoma!.3 The

York Theater Group poster Sean Adams 20194 Vase California Faience Pottery Studio 1920Or,

take the example of a vase from the California Faience pottery studio. First of all, the color is a

natural and earthy green; it is not neon or garish.{4} This tells us that the vase is connected to

the natural world and is an everyday object. It is not a beautiful piece of French porcelain with

hand-painted flowers and aristocrats on swings. Secondly, the form is fluid and straightforward,

referencing Japanese pottery rather than European styles. The takeaway for the viewer,

regardless of their design experience, is that the vase is friendly, natural, and casual. This is

not the vase at your grandmother’s house that everyone avoided.Many forms have explicit

cultural significance. The color white in Western society reads as purity. In Eastern culture, it

may be considered a symbol of death. Recognizing the genesis and the intended audience is

critical to the practice of deconstructing any form of design.We are surrounded by design.

Every part of the man-made world is designed. Often we stop seeing it; it fades into the

background, like telephone poles. Ask a non-designer how cereal boxes are made, and he or

she will assume a giant cereal box machine pumps out the design.Recognizing the designer’s

power to create an emotional response and arouse desire is critical to modern life. As

designers it allows us to be more purposeful and aware of the formal choices we make—and

our inherent responsibility to do good. For non-designers, it creates a level playing field. One

may feel moved to tears after seeing the television commercial of a puppy reunited with a

twelve-year-old boy by the river. But now, we will be cognizant of the conscious connection to

the characters and symbols we already know from books like Tom Sawyer or Old Yeller.There

are so many possible emotional and intellectual responses to a given design that it is hard to

disentangle them. At one point, I considered the title, How Design Makes Us Feel. But that title

rejected the rational processes we utilize to accept or refuse a message. The smooth forms of

a new office chair feel good emotionally, but we are aware, intellectually, that it will function

adequately, not require frequent repair, and project the aura of power we desire.Marketers and

designers are aware that their audience is assaulted by millions of messages daily. And that

most people have a rational distrust of many of these messages. To be heard, understood, and

remembered, the designer must engage the audience first to attract attention. He or she must

then engage the viewer to spend time with the communication or engage with the object. A

design must walk the fine line of being easy to use or understand and complex enough to

require more attention. And finally, the audience, viewer, or user needs to leave the experience

with a positive feeling about the product or design.Recognizing precisely what reaction we

want to create and how to reach that requires more than an intuitive sense of something feeling

“happy” or “sad.” The following chapters delve into the sociological, psychological, and

historical reasons for our responses. I explored these issues as a designer, as I am not a

neurologist, psychologist, or sociologist. What visual and conceptual cues resonate, and why?

This was my constant question. In the end, how does design make us think?Chapter 1:

SeductionSeduction is the entry point to an artifact, screen-based solution, or product. If the

forms do not seduce the viewer, he or she will not see or interact with the solution. To seduce

the viewer is to create a powerful attraction that invites him or her to look more closely and

become more intimate with the message. The alternative is to design banal solutions that fail to



engage the viewer, or to create repulsive forms, turning the viewer from the communication

regardless of the content.5 Krishna and Radha with Their Confidantes: Page from a Dispersed

Gita Govinda Painting Style of Manohar 16556 Poster for ArtCenter Spring Lecture Series

Sean Adams 20197 Starbucks logo on cup Starbucks and Lippincott 2011To understand why

we are enticed to interact or concentrate on one form rather than another, it is necessary to

explore how we engage with beauty. At the neurological level, the part of our brain involved

with aesthetic judgment is within the cerebral cortex, specifically the medial orbitofrontal cortex.

This area is believed to be associated with the integration of all senses, determination of value,

the expectation of results, and decision making. In other words, it is an area that involves our

sense of reward and pleasure.Donald A. Norman, a cognitive scientist and researcher, posits

that a response to an external form integrates three attributes: visceral, behavioral, and

reflective design. Visceral design, tied to appearance, is the most deep-seated biological

response. To survive as a species, we needed to make quick judgments based on

appearances. Bright fruits and a clear blue sky are healthy. Rotting meat and menacing clouds

may be unhealthy.A poster with bright yellow, fresh tulips demands the viewer’s attention.{6}

The characters, pattern, and color of an Indian watercolor from 1655 invite the viewer to enter

the narrative. In this instance, it is a story of seduction, as Krishna holds his hand in a gesture

of exposition, while Radha gazes on in erotic expectation.{5}Behavioral design addresses

emotions such as pleasure or disgust based on our experience. A perfectly round wheel will

function better than an elliptical one. Subsequently, we prefer the round shape for the wheel,

finding it easier to use.Reflective design also requires more complex thinking: it involves self-

image, personal satisfaction, and associations. It is a determining factor in many brands. A

consumer purchases a coffee at Starbucks based on his or her satisfaction with the product,

positive previous experiences, and self-identity connected with the status of carrying a

Starbucks cup.{7}People prefer easy options. We experience stress when asked to make a

choice. The less complicated the decision, the more comfortable we feel. Design that appears

easy to use is more attractive to us than design that appears complicated. Bright colors, such

as red, blue, and yellow ask less of the viewer than a complex color such as olive green.{9}The

primary colors are natural to recognize and typically connected to “good” things in our

experience: fruit, flowers, and water. Olive green is more difficult to process: is it green,

avocado, or gray? Like Brussels sprouts, complex colors are an acquired taste, as in the

example of a beautiful William Morris textile design. Hence, children will prefer to use the

brightly colored pencils rather than a range of black, grey, and beige tones.{8}For Eros, Herb

Lubalin reimagined the erotic magazine. Lubalin rejected the traditional visual language of

pornographic magazines, with their scantily clad women on the covers and cheap paper. He

adopted bright colors, easy to understand and seductive images, and used large areas of

negative space to frame controversial content in a sophisticated design.8 Flower Garden textile

William Morris 18799 Cover for AIGA Communication Graphics Competition Catalog Peter

Bradford 1968Presenting a range of media from illustration to photography reinforced the

alternative aspect of the publication. Lubalin designed the covers to quickly attract the

audience and communicate the magazine’s content. For an issue about sex and religion, he

replaced photographs with a series of medieval woodcuts.{10} And on another cover, breaking

from the tradition of refined and airbrushed portraits, he reveals a contact sheet of unretouched

images from a Marilyn Monroe photoshoot, including the photographs Monroe attempted to

scratch off.{11}The bright yellow color of another cover displaying an image of a couple

engaged in sensual activity attracts the viewer.{12} The overprinted color on a black-and-white

photograph and unorthodox cropping of the image, with sand as the primary element,



reinforces the message that this is not Playboy magazine. Lubalin also discarded the “sell

lines” found on a typical magazine cover. Sell lines alert the viewer to the content: “Lose weight

in ten days,” and other dramatic statements. Eros’s lack of sell lines and hardbound binding are

typical of a book rather than a magazine. These features work together to create a sense of

higher value and longevity—people rarely throw away books.10 Cover of Eros magazine Herb

Lubalin and John Pistilli Winter, 196211 Cover of Eros magazine Autumn, 196212 Cover of

Eros magazine Summer, 1962The graphic system for the 1984 Summer Olympics

reintroduced Los Angeles to the world as a vibrant and forward-thinking community. Los

Angeles had recently been painted as a grim city of brown smog, earthquakes, and traffic jams.

The noted Los Angeles-based designer, Deborah Sussman, discarded a corporate

international style approach to the Olympics and worked with a bright, pure, and bold palette to

further the communication.The simple geometric shapes, sans serif typography, and

postmodern forms referred to a Memphis or New Wave aesthetic. Both movements were

popular during the 1980s with artists, musicians, architects, and designers. The graphic

approach signified new energy, technology, and a connection to a vibrant Southern California

culture.{13, 14}The rainbow hues of the architecture at the Saguaro Hotel in Palm Springs

create a proprietary tone for the resort and communicate the brand message.{15} Here, the

idea is to convey a youthful, casual, and energetic experience. The Saguaro Hotel is clearly not

a hotel where guests are required to dress formally for dinner, but a resort for loud music and

mai tai cocktails.13 Design Quarterly 127: LA 84: Games of the XXIII Olympiad publication

Deborah Sussman 198514 LA84: Games of the XXIII Olympiad environmental graphic system

Deborah Sussman and Jerde Partnership 198315 Saguaro Hotel, Palm Springs Stamberg

Aferiat Architecture 2016Form is a primary element within the context of seduction and visceral

design. There are specific shapes we naturally find attractive. As an example, the Greeks

believed the golden rectangle to be the most pleasing of forms.{16} The golden section is often

referred to as sacred geometry. Characters in books and movies that revolve around

conspiracies might uncover a hidden message leading to vital information related to the golden

rectangle.However, the shape and mathematics involved are no secret. Most designers and

architects are well-versed on golden rectangle proportions. The mathematics, based on the

Fibonacci sequence, recur with impossible frequency woven in nature, in the shape of

galaxies, hurricanes, plants, and the human body.{17} Mathematically, the ratio is

approximately 1 to 1.618.The Greeks designed buildings based on the golden rectangle.

Leonardo Da Vinci applied it to Mona Lisa, The Last Supper, and many of his paintings. Notre

Dame is a series of golden rectangles. In modern design, Oscar Niemeyer, Le Corbusier, and

Wallace Harrison worked with the shape on the United Nations headquarters. Most computer

screens are a golden rectangle.Adrian Bejan, J. A. Jones Distinguished Professor at Duke

University, theorizes that the human eye is capable of interpreting an image featuring the

golden ratio more efficiently than any other. He theorizes that we evolved scanning the

horizontal plane for threats and food, and subsequently, the shape is the best configuration for

images for fast transmission and recognition by the brain.The golden section serves as the

basis for an underlying structure to create harmony in design. My poster for UCLA Extension’s

winter quarter embraces the golden section as a compositional guide.{18, 19} The golden ratio

proportions determine the shape of the poster, the position and scale of the surfboard shapes

and typography, and the negative space.The graphic designer Paul Rand said, “A good logo

cannot make a bad product good. Nevertheless, a good logo can make a good product great.”

This translates to another metaphor: “Putting lipstick on a pig doesn’t make it not a pig.”

Subsequently, many design solutions, be they graphic, product, packaging, or screen-based,



rely on a visceral response to appearance alone to seduce and engage the viewer.16 Golden

section and golden rectangle17 Hurricane Lester on approach to Hawaii with golden section

overlay NASA image by Jeff Schmaltz 201618 Poster for UCLA Extension with and without

golden section overlay Sean Adams 200419 Poster for UCLA Extension with and without

golden section overlay Sean Adams 200420 Designologicus 13 publication Sean Adams

2004A beautiful surface design that attracts the viewer to read the content, buy the product, or

engage with the screen is the only option when the content is questionable. When the subject

matter repulses, bores, or challenges the viewer, the designer may create a solution that

borrows the appearance of a different message so that it will be accepted.To explore the

concept of deceiving by appearance, I gave the book Designologicus 13 a veneer of in-depth

research and information design. I created charts, graphs, and diagrams with multiple axes and

types of information. A simple black and red color palette, a liberal application of hairline rules,

and small, clinical typography reinforced the official and scientific validity and tenor of the

content.{20}The result was a book that superficially appeared to be composed of in-depth

research and critical information. However, lacking the time and expertise to create a wide-

reaching sociological study, I created fictional content. The information was shallow and

irreverent, and included lists of favorite sunglasses, shoes, and hobbies.The book won multiple

awards, and designers congratulated me on producing a sociological study of the design

population. The intent was not to deceive, but to highlight disparity between the appearance of

a design solution and actual content.On a less primal level, the viewer will examine an object,

communication, or machine and determine, from appearance, if it is pleasurable and easy to

use or challenging and stressful. We prefer the former and are seduced by the possible

enjoyment in using the object.Consider the telephone as an example of industrial design. The

designers responsible for the 1907 Magneto Wall Set telephone and 1919 Western Electric

Dial Phone created solutions that are efficient and easy to use, though they require two hands.

As one of the first home telephones, the user might be unsure of the operation of the

contraption. The goal of first the wooden box, then the black candlestick’s industrial

appearance was not to seduce the viewer to operate the telephone but to simply convey that it

worked.{21, 22}21 Magneto Wall Set Western Electric 190722 Dial Telephone Western Electric

191923 Hungarian Telephone Factory telephone Telefongyár 193724 500 Type Desk Set

Henry Dreyfuss 194925 500 Type Color Desk Set Henry Dreyfuss 195426 Wall Telephone

Henry Dreyfuss 196127 Princess Phone Henry Dreyfuss and Donald Genaro 195928 iPhone 8

Apple, Inc. 2017Later telephone models such as the 1937 Hungarian Telephone Factory

telephone refined the forms to work better on a desk and in one’s hand.{23} The Hungarian

Telephone Factory telephone appears easy to operate, but is still a commercial industrial

tool.Five years later, Henry Dreyfuss’s 1949 Western Electric 500 Type Desk Set and color

option softened the form of the telephone for home use and added pleasant color tones.{24,

25} The addition of a Wall Telephone addressed the desire for a telephone in the kitchen.{26}

These designs communicate the effortlessness and delight of operation.The Princess Phone,

designed and marketed for teenage girls and women, raises issues of aesthetic choices based

on gender.{27} Gender assumptions of the 1950s stated that women preferred pleasing color

and soft forms. The name, Princess Phone, is addressed to teenage girls. How can a yellow

telephone with an added brass handle cover be anything but easy to use and lovely in a pastel

pink bedroom? The more significant issue here is whether these aesthetic preferences are

inherent or learned by repeated exposure from an early age.The iPhone{28} is a remarkably

simple form. It is an undemanding rectangle (incorporating the golden ratio) with no apparent

moving parts or appendages.{28} It fits comfortably in the palm of the user’s hand, creating a



personal connection. The surface materials, metal and glass, are smooth and elegant. As an

object alone, it is a tiny 2001: A Space Odyssey monolith.The interface is the design element

that seduces the user with the message of straightforward operation. Here, technology is not

scary or complicated to understand. Brightly colored icons organized in an accessible grid

invite the user to engage. The albums of photographs add a personal connection to the device.

The phone succeeds where other mobile phones failed, not by signaling that it was the most

high-tech and advanced option, but by projecting the message that it is the easiest to

operate.The iPhone is also a perfect example of the third aspect of beauty and seduction, our

self-image. It is not an inexpensive object. The materials are not plastic or gaudy but

sophisticated and understated. It is an elegant piece of industrial design that tells others, “I

know quality and do not need to be showy.” By associating ourselves with the positive

perceptions of the Apple brand, and the recognition that we can afford a costly item, we

reinforce our status to others.Value is a component of seduction that connects to how we

identify ourselves and connect to the external world. Our environment and culture determine

value. One may assign value to an expensive European car while a member of an ascetic

religious order might find it distasteful and an example of excess. We value things our

community has assigned as good. We are seduced to spend large amounts of money on small

quantities of perfume. The packaging, bottle design, and scent send the signal to others that

we can afford luxury.{29}
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Lots of visuals.Big problems for me: The paragraph text is too small. It's only about 1 point

larger than the captions. Makes it hard to read, and that's coming from someone who likes my

text smaller. Too small here. Also the binding is bad! I've had the book a few weeks and the

cover has completely separated from the bound text. I treat my books very gently too. Either

cheap glue was used, or the binding was done incorrectly.”

Carol Cory, “A beautiful way to condition the mind.. This product is great for the beginning

artistand creator. It is especially designed forthinking design and fashion. It is a wholenew way

of thinking.”

Davina77, “Don't pay attention to the bad reviews - it's a gem!. I am a Graphic Designer and

have done a few courses hosted by Sean Adams, and his book was on my wish list for half a

year.As I am in the UK, the book was never available for me to purchase, or for a ridiculous

price, until a couple of days ago.I ordered the paperback, and it arrived after just 5 days (with

prime) from the US!However, that doesn't tell anything about the book.The book truly is a

design feature in itself, and it's an absolute joy flipping through it and reading it. The only thing I

must say is that the binding seems a little too loose - time will tell how strong it is.Some pointed

out in other reviews, that the font size is too small and a bad choice.I would highly recommend

they get glasses or get some new ones!The font is a normal sized font for books, but not in a

way that one can't read it. I wear glasses and I am half blind without them, but I have absolutely

no difficulty reading anything in this book. Even without my glasses I can still read the text (with

some effort, but that's down to my bad eyes)The font size also matches the all over style very

well, and the book feels as if one is walking through an art gallery.The information is well

written, but as I did some courses with him, and love the way he teaches, I am highly biased

here.I am totally in love with this book (if this wasn't clear by now)If you want a beautiful book

about design, no matter if you are a designer yourself or just enjoy beauty, I can highly

recommend this book.”

The book by Sean Adams has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 51 people have provided feedback.
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